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Abstract
Simulation, specifically discrete‐event simulation, is a useful tool for industrial and
manufacturing engineers when dealing with system analysis. Currently, manufacturing engineers are
only exposed to simulation for only a few weeks of their curriculum at Cal Poly. A series of labs are
directed by a teacher’s assistant on how to complete a successful simulation experiment. However,
there is no text available for student use during this demanding learning period. The simulation learning
process involves learning a software program called ProModel, which students with little experience are
expected to code, run, and interpret data from complex systems. By creating a manual that promotes
student learning, provides a tutorial to the ProModel software, and the simulation process as a whole,
students will be more apt to absorb key concepts and able to contribute to a simulation team in
industry.
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Introduction
Simulation, specifically discrete‐event simulation, is a useful tool for industrial and
manufacturing engineers when dealing with systems analysis. Currently, manufacturing engineers are
only exposed to simulation for a few weeks of their curriculum. In these few weeks, laboratory activities
are run by a teacher’s assistant through a series of examples. Little other resources are provided in
terms of a text for students to continue to learn and resources in the library are far too advanced for
undergraduate students with little experience. After consulting with professors as well as teacher’s
assistants for this class (IME 342), it was determined that there is room for improvement in these labs.
Creating a manual which student can refer to will not only help their learning in the classroom, but
outside of it as well.
The purpose of this project is to create a solution that:





Better educates students on the steps to correctly completing a useful simulation.
Provides a resource to manufacturing engineers, where one does not currently exist.
Provides a tutorial on how to build a basic model using ProModel software.
Aids student learning outside the classroom.

Currently, students studying this subject have two main sources of information: their professor
and the problems assigned to their class. However, when working on simulation away from the
classroom, one’s options for finding the help needed are even more limited. This manual is designed to
be a bridge between these two sources. Being a student, I know how it feels to have to learn a new
concept/software program, as well as some of the challenges that go along with it. By using this manual
students have another option to turn to, one that is directly tailored to their needs.
This solution is designed to walk students through the simulation process, until an end result is
reached. It is divided into three main sections: the simulation process, ProModel tutorial/
implementation, and output analysis. The first section, the simulation process, covers how to go about
turning a real‐world system into a system that can be modeled. It includes key information such as
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simulation jargon and key metrics that a student must keep in mind while performing simulation
experiments. From there, the ProModel tutorial section teaches students how to use this software to
create a model that functions as an existing system. Finally, the data analysis section covers how to turn
your simulation’s output into information useful in decision making. Each section is interconnected by
the use of a few example models. These models start as basic systems, and as the student gets farther in
the ProModel section, get built up into more complex systems.
The hope is that students will use this manual when they have a question about a specific aspect
of the simulation process and to further their knowledge of ProModel in order to build a variety of
models.
This report is organized as a technical report. It will present the methods that were used to
complete the project, the results that are hoped to achieved, and the conclusions that are drawn from
this project. The main deliverable of this project is a simulation manual which can be found in Appendix
C.

Background
IME 342 is a class that teaches manufacturing engineers, among other things, the science of
simulation modeling. This class does so through a series of lectures and a once a week lab. A few of
these labs teach students to use ProModel through basic example applications. After consulting
instructors as well as teacher’s assistants for this class, they see a need for resource that the students
can turn to. According to an instructor, the current lab procedure is run well but has room for
improvement. This makes it difficult for students to learn the software by themselves and requires the
instructor to go from student to student fixing bugs. This is not an efficient way for the instructor, the
teacher’s advisor, or the student to spend their time and not a good way to learn. A learning tool that
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can both teach and help students troubleshoot their model will not only free up the instructor for more
constructive activities during lab, but it allows students to teach themselves both inside and outside of
their lab time.

Literature Review
Simulation Basics
In today’s world, the word “simulation” has many meanings. The all encompassing definition of
simulation is‐ “the representation of something real” (Webster, 1993). This can apply to anything from a
mechanical bull to a flight simulator, both of which imitate their respective real‐world system.
Depending on the field of interest, simulation has many sub‐definitions as well. In industrial and
manufacturing applications, simulation is defined as “the action of performing experiments on a model
of a given system” (Schimdt and Taylor, 2000) or “the generation of pseudodata on the basis of a model
or a database” (Thompson, 2000). A “system”, in this case, is a collection of entities which act and
interact together toward the accomplishment of some logical end (Schimdt and Taylor, 1970), where as
a model is a representation of that system. A model is also an abstract of the system. The more detail
that the model includes, the better it resembles reality. However, detail is generally an impedance to
problem solution and increases costs of making and analyzing the model (Fishman, 2001).
Even when applying simulation to industrial applications there are many different types. A
system model can be either deterministic or stochastic. A deterministic model is one with no random
(stochastic) elements and produces the same answer on each run, whereas stochastic outputs differ
from run to run (Thompson, 2000). A system can be either static or dynamic meaning that time is, or is
not a variable. Finally, a model can be discrete or continuous. If a model is discrete, state variables
change at discrete time instances (Leemis and Park, 2006). All of these models have their applications,
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but when modeling a manufacturing environment, discrete‐event simulation is normally used. Discrete
event simulation is defined by the following three attributes: a stochastic, dynamic, and discrete‐event
model. The simulation method known as a Monte Carlo Simulation is similar to discrete event
simulation, but is static, meaning that time does not factor into simulating (Leemis and Park, 2006).
Discrete event simulation (DES) has gained widespread acceptance as a powerful and versatile
tool for the analysis of complex systems (Rubinstein and Melamed, 1998) and as a result, gaining
popularity over the past 50 years (Fishman, 2001). DES enables the user to study discrete, dynamic
systems in which delay is an intrinsic feature. Possible applications of DES include: manufacturing,
communication networks, transportation, health‐care, and military applications (Fishman, 2001).
Being able to perform a simulation on a system provides the user with many benefits that
include, but are not limited to: the ability to organize theoretical beliefs and observations about a
system, improved system understanding, expedites the speed with which an analysis can be
accomplished, provides a framework for testing the desirability of system modifications, makes it easier
to manipulate the system, and is generally less costly than direct system study according to (Fishman,
2001). Schmidt and Taylor (1970) argue that there are disadvantages to using DES as well. He says that
developing a simulation model is often costly to construct and validate, that running the simulation
takes time to complete, which is costly, and people tend to use it when it is not the best method. The
modeler sometimes thinks of simulation as the solution to the problem rather than an evaluation tool. It
describes how the system is expected to behave and does not answer the question of how it should be
designed. Instead of being used as a replacement for ideas, simulation should be viewed as an addition
to the learned tools that the model has in order to understand the complexities of a system (Harrell,
Ghosh, and Bowden, 2004). Modeler also needs to note that simulation does not provide an optimal
answer. Rather, it allows the modeler to develop near‐optimal policies for system management (Linhart
and Zucchini, 1986).
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Teaching Simulation
Introductory courses in DES seek to turn out students capable of not only make a useful
simulation, but capable of performing the entire simulation process. This includes planning, data
gathering, modeling and output analysis. Focusing on software tends to create students whose
knowledge is restricted to the software to which they have been exposed to. This exposes students to a
narrow subset of problems. The desired outcome is to equip each student with the knowledge of how to
model a system, translate it into code, and familiarize them with a variety of concepts (Fishman, 2001).
Students in a simulation class must have a prerequisite education of at least the following: mathematics
through calculus, basic statistics, and some programming experience (Schmidt and Taylor, 1970).
Sandridge (2000) argues that case studies are the best way to teach simulation to both
undergraduate and graduate students. Case studies provide a link between methods and their
applications. They can show how methods assist in a decision process involving design, operations, and
management issues. Sandridge (2000) identifies the following benefits of teaching through case studies:
relevance‐ the study provides an actual representation of real‐world design and operations issues faced
by engineers, motivation‐ the realism provides an incentive for students to become involved,
integration‐ each case requires application of multiple concepts, and transfer‐ case studies provide
students experience that can be applied to other course work or job situations.

Teaching methods
Instructors have been searching for teaching techniques to maximize their students potential to
learn. The goal of a teacher is to give their students a complete education. According to McCain (2005) a
complete education is defined as “the acculturation of an individual, which involves passing on the
accumulated knowledge and wisdom of our society to the next generation.” It also involves “the
acquisition of practical problem solving skills, which enable students to successfully apply their learning
to real‐life situations in the work place and their personal lives”.
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Jones (1994) states that the more a student becomes actively involved in the learning process,
the more they can learn. Using the active learning cycle, students can learn, recall, and apply
information more readily than traditional methods. The active learning cycle includes: experiencing an
activity, observing and reflecting on those experiences, generalizing applicable principles from the
observations and reflection, and testing the adequacy of our principles by acting on them and seeing of
anticipated experiences follow.
Because of the significant changes in the learning atmosphere due to technology, teachers of all
levels are worried about the growing gap between practical skills and those actually being taught in
schools (McCain, 2005). This shift has required instructors to change up how they teach. The Addition of
laboratory activities to supplement lectures is a common occurrence in today’s classroom. A laboratory
provides students with the opportunity for students to learn concepts and process skills through direct
experience (Abbott, 2004). Instructors must be careful how these labs are executed. Many lab manuals
require students to follow a lengthy and detailed procedure. This prevents the student from recognizing
relevant versus irrelevant information or procedures and restricts their ability to build a conceptual
framework. Instead of having the goal of knowledge, students perceive the objective of the laboratory
experience as finishing the procedure.
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Design
Define Objectives
This simulation manual is targeted towards students who don’t have any experience in modeling
real‐world systems, in particular, systems that can be modeled using discrete event simulation. Since
classes such as IME 420 (simulation) have a text to reference and an entire quarter devoted to learning
the steps to performing simulation, the target audience has been chosen to be students taking IME 342.
This class teaches upper‐class manufacturing engineering students analysis and design tools for
production planning and control of manufacturing systems. For a three week period, students take part
in lab activities devoted to teaching simulation techniques. This class does not provide a text for
students to reference inside the lab or outside class time. Since students are only exposed to these
concepts for a short period of time, the amount of resources available to them at this time could prove
to have a direct correlation to higher learning.
The purpose of this senior project it to better educate manufacturing engineers on the potential
benefits that implementing simulation techniques can have on an industrial system. Resources, such as
simulation texts available at the library on campus, are much too technical and as a result, of very little
use to beginner modelers. Using this manual will give manufacturing engineers a text to refer to, not
only during lab time, but a text that they can keep and refer to after graduating.
An emphasis will be put on ProModel software simulation, since it is difficult for a student to
learn on their own. The tutorial walks the student through the basics of modeling with ProModel and
continues to build up the students skill set until they are comfortable using many of the tools that
ProModel provides. Not only will students learn to use the modeling features of ProModel, but also
tools such as Stat::Fit, which aids the modeler in fitting data collected by observing the system into a
probability distribution to used while modeling.
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Project Scope
This manual is not intended to make students experts on simulation. It is only intended to
introduce material associated with simulation over a three week lab course. If the manual is used
correctly, students should be able assist on simulation projects in industry as they will be familiar with
key words and processes dealing with simulation techniques. Students should also be able to asses
when simulation is an appropriate tool to implement in order to find solutions to a system issue. Since
simulation is rarely and one person project, students versed in simulation techniques can be an asset to
a modeling team.
Students should learn the steps that it takes to complete a successful simulation. Starting at
defining objectives for a simulation, students will learn how to collect and analyze data from the actual
system, convert that data into a form useful for programming, build a conceptual model, program the
conceptual model using ProModel, analyze the output data that the simulation provides, and finally
make recommendations based on the data. Throughout this process students should to use jargon
familiar to modelers and be able to identify metrics and how these metrics affect the system, as well as
other metrics.
Using ProModel, students will follow the manual to build simulations from example models.
Starting by building a model including only the simulations elements: locations, entities, arrivals, and
processing; the manual builds on this model until a complex simulation model is made.

Manual Contents and Model Design
Simulation is both an art and a science which takes time and effort to become proficient at.
Since there is a limited timeframe for students to learn all the different aspects of simulation, the
manual’s contents must act as a ‘survey of simulation’ while still teaching key concepts so that they are
actually learned and not just read over.
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The manual begins with an introduction to simulation. This section introduces different possible
attributes of a simulation including: deterministic vs. stochastic, static vs. dynamic, and discrete vs.
continuous. These attributes are described through examples and the concept of discrete‐event
simulation is introduced. This section also covers when simulation is appropriate, and when other
methods may be better suited for finding a solution.
Often times, terms are used in text resources which a student has no understanding of. Instead
of leaving the student out to dry, the next section of the manual is devoted to defining terms to be used
later in the manual. Both the elements of simulation and important performance metrics are defined in
this section in hopes of making the student feel comfortable using them and increase their
understanding of how each interact.
One of the main points that the manual tries to emphasize, is that simulation is not just creating
a simulation on the computer; it is a series actions in which every step process is important to the final
output. Outlining each step gives the student an opportunity to see what the simulation process entails
and what is involved in each step. This section includes examples of logical models which is the first look
that the students will have of how discrete‐event simulation models flow from arrivals to exiting the
system. This illustration is important in the students understanding of what a modeled system looks
like, what data needs to be collected, and how the elements of the simulation interact in a ProModel
software environment.
Now that the simulation process has been covered and students are versed in the terms of
simulation modeling, the next section is the ProModel tutorial. The first exercise (Model 1) is a basic
machine/queue model that introduces the student to the ProModel interface and the four essential
elements of any simulation model. It also asks the student to answer a few fairly simple question about
the system, such as find certain metrics and how long and entity is in the system. This allows the student
to get used to how data is outputted by the simulation and how to read the output. The second exercise
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uses Model 1 that the student had previously built but provides data said to have been collected from
the real‐world system. It gives the student the opportunity to use the Stat::Fit tool and teaches them
how to take raw data, test it, and configure it in a way that is useful for programming the simulation
model. The student is asked to compare the two models to try and justify a change that has been made.
Doing this, gets the students thinking like a modeler. If they can grasp the concept of justifying a change
to the system based on a change in the system’s performance metrics, they are on track.
Model 3 begins to add complexity to the machine/queue model. Teaching students system
elements such as user defined distributions, attributes, resources, path networks, and advanced
processing logic works to expand their knowledge of ProModel and simulation models in general. The
more complexities of simulation systems that the students are exposed to in their brief labs, the more
comfortable they will be applying these elements in the future. Model 3 also asks students to answer
some questions on what‐if analysis. Asking how metrics change when adding more resources or
shortening processing times are example of actual situations that modelers test when doing a simulation
study, further advancing the students understanding as to what a simulation study is capable of.
Since questions in Model 3 are fairly advanced, the purpose of Model 4 is to introduce more
simulation elements. Adding even more advanced processing logic gives the student a better idea of
how to handle certain routing situations, as well as expands the student’s horizons in terms of routing
rules and the different functions that can be executed in processing logic. Global variables allow
students to track entities through the system.
The output analysis section explains the rules and procedures involved in setting up a simulation
experiment. This section teaches how to determine how long to run a simulation, warm up time, and
number of replications. It then details how to determine whether differences in metrics are statistically
significant and whether or not certain modifications to the system are justifiable.
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The manual’s appendices are designed to cover what is happening behind the scenes of the
simulation model on ProModel. Since student don’t necessarily need to know how to perform tasks such
as generate random numbers or perform queuing theory in order to build a successful simulation,
viewing appendices is a way for them to satisfy any questions they may have about the driving force
behind the simulation software. The appendices are also where tips and extra information can be found
such as information on probability distributions and processing functions in ProModel.

Methods
Developing the Manual
The layout and order of information provided is very important to how well the information and
concepts are learned. To figure out in what order the information should be presented in, much
research was done by looking through other simulation books. Many simulation books have very similar
orders when presenting introductory information.
When people hear ‘simulation’, they don’t always know exactly what is being talked about.
Since there are so many types of simulation, many of which have little to nothing to do with
engineering, it is important to specify right of the bat which kind of simulation is being referred to.
The content of the manual is focused toward manufacturing engineers. Using examples of
factory environments, the models deal with an environment which upper‐class manufacturing engineers
are already comfortable with. This allows them to draw from previously learned information to help
them in their learning process.
Skills from a variety of classes were used in piecing this manual together. While simulation (IME
420) was use most predominantly, it wasn’t the only class that used. In order to create working models,
a lot of statistical analysis went into shaping the correct distributions to create the desired outputs. This
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draws on information from IME 326 as does the output analysis section which deals with hypothesis
testing and justifying changes. Operations research was used to form the section on queuing theory that
shows the student other options as to how a problem in a system could be solved. Another class that
was used was engineering economics (IME 314) when deciding implementation options and the
feasibility of those options. A design of experiments was made to determine whether or not this manual
is a good option to implement which draws on knowledge from many previously taken IME courses.

Testing the Manual
In order to test whether or not this manual is a good solution to the problem being solved, an
experiment was set up. The purpose of this experiment was to see whether or not there was a
difference in student comprehension, modeling time, and TA utilization. By teaching simulation to
upper‐class (third year or more) industrial and manufacturing engineers with no simulation experience
using both the simulation manual and the current method, the hope is to prove that the simulation
manual method scores better in all three categories than does the current method.
Subjects were approached and asked their year, their major, and whether or not they had taken
a simulation related course. If the subject fit all of the criteria, they were asked to participate. If the
subject accepted, which was difficult because of the large time commitment, they were set up either at
a computer with the beginning of the simulation manual (through Model 2), or set up with a computer
and a copy of the problem statements and questions belonging to Model 1 and 2. If the subject was set
up with the lab manual they were given a basic set of instructions:
“I am conducting an experiment testing how the use of this simulation manual
compares to the current simulation teaching methods used. You have been given a
section of the manual to read and complete two models. If you are unable to answer a
question in either of these models, skip that question and move on. If you have a
question about anything contained in the manual or a question about ProModel, let me
know and I will assist you.”
As soon as the subject started to read the manual, a timer was started. This timer runs until the
subject is done with the experiment. The subject read through the manual and began modeling. If the
14

subject needed help from the TA, a second timer was started and the TA assisted the subject. The timer
was stopped when the subject’s problem/ question was solved. The timer was started again each time
another question had to be asked. When the subject was finished, the first timer was stopped. To test
comprehension, the subject was then given a short quiz on key concepts that should have been learned
which can be found in Appendix A. The total time and TA times were recorded, the quiz was graded, and
the subject was thanked for their time.
If the latter option was the case, a second computer was set up right next to that of the subject
so the subject could see both screens. The second computer was run by the TA (Brian). The subject was
read a set of basic instructions:
“I am conducting an experiment testing how the use of my senior project compares to
the current simulation teaching methods used. You have been given the problem
statement for two models which I will walk you through how to build. Before we start
building these models, I will give you an introduction to simulation, its elements, and
some metrics that are used in evaluation. If you have any questions, let me know and I
will assist you.”
The timer was started as the introduction began. The TA then proceeded to teach the manual
sections given to the first group of subjects. Once the introduction was complete, the TA began to walk
the subject through making Model 1. When Model 1 was finished by the subject, the subject began
answering the questions corresponding to Model 1. When the subject had finished all the questions that
they could, a similar process was performed with Model 2. When Model 2 is complete and the subject
had attempted to answer all the Model 2 questions, the timer was stopped and the same short quiz was
given.
The null hypothesis in this experiment is that all time measurements will be equal and that the
comprehension level using each method will be equal. Rejecting any of these hypotheses will prove
useful in justifying the use of the manual.
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There are a number of variables in this experiment that must be taken into account. Controlled
variables in this experiment are the test equipment (manual, computer, stopwatches), test location, the
TA (Brian), level of subject’s education, and their major. Uncontrolled variables in this experiment
include subject’s pace of learning, subjects familiarity with computers, subjects ability to type, and
subjects previous education (just because they have not taken simulation, doesn’t necessarily mean that
they are not familiar with terms or metrics). Some confounding variables include noise level in room,
other students in room, and subject’s attentiveness over long test period.

Implementation Plan
The simulation manual can be implemented quite easily, and at a low cost as well. Currently,
IME 342 uses a shared folder designated for the class that is located on the Z drive in building 192
(Engineering IV). In this folder, there are currently sample simulations, problem statements, and
samples of data. By replacing these files, or adding a folder containing the manual file, data, and sample
simulations, these files could be accessible to all students in a given lab period. This is also a good
location to keep the manual because every industrial and manufacturing engineering student has access
to it. If any student needs to refer to the manual at any point, it is always there. Any student could easily
copy it onto a flash‐drive as well.
This implementation plan costs nothing to implement. It only requires moving a few files into
the designated folder. However, there could be some issues having to view the manual on the computer
screen while attempting to make a simulation on the same computer screen. This is why it may be
necessary to print out a copy of the manual. If this is the case, each student would need a copy. If the
manuals are printed by the IME department, the estimated costs can be found in Table 1 in the results
section. Another option would be to have students choose whether or not they needed a physical copy
of the manual or they were fine working with one on the screen. In this case, it would be on the
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students to print a copy of the manual on their own dime. Since the manual would be in a shared folder,
it would be easily accessible for students to print.

Results
After performing the experiment, data was gathered and analyzed and can be seen in Table 1.
The first thing that was noticed when analyzing the data is that due to the lack of data, it is difficult to
draw any definite conclusions. Since the experiment took quite a bit of time to conduct and the target
population was few in numbers, collecting large amounts of data points was infeasible. This lack of data
forces the analyst to use a level of error higher than one that would be used in the presence of more
data. Using a level of error between .1 < α < .15 seems feasible in determining whether or not the data is
statistically significant. If a higher level of confidence is needed, more data must be gathered.

Table 1: Raw Data from Test Experiment
With Manual
Subject #
1
2
3
Averages:

Total Time TA Time
(min)
(min)
94.3
103.77
87.93
95.33

16.38
22.52
24.18
21.03

Comprehension
Score

Subject #

3.5
5
4.5
4.33

1
2
3
Averages:

Without Manual
Total
TA Time Comprehension
Time
(min)
Score
(min)
87.05
14.23
3
73.52
17.35
4
81.7
16.83
2.5
80.76
16.14
3.17

The total time to perform the experiment for the subjects that used the manual was found to
be 95.33 minutes. This is compared to the 80.76 minutes that it took the subjects to finish the
experiment without the manual. This 15 minute difference has a p‐value of .095 (Data analysis can be
found in Appendix B). At a significance level of α=.05, this data is not statistically significant. However,
due to the small sample size, such a high confidence level (95%) is asking a lot from the limited data
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available. I think that it is safe to say that 90.5% confidence is high enough to conclude that it takes a
statistically significant longer amount of time to use the manual than it does to build the models using
TA help. The standard deviation of the subjects using the manual was also higher. This rise in experiment
time is not a deal breaker in implementing the manual. Since students in a lab have 3 hours to complete
and answer questions for this section of the manual, an hour and a half to complete this exercise is not a
significantly huge jump in experiment time. Since students work at different paces, and average of 95
minutes leaves plenty of room for slower students to finish the lab exercise within the allotted time
period.
When examining the time that the TA spent helping each student individually, similar results
were found. The time that the TA spent individually with each student was approximately 5 minutes
longer with the manual than without. This produced a p‐value equal to .196. This statistic has to be used
with caution however. Since the time measurement was only taken when the subject asked for help
from the TA, when the TA was instructing using their computer, the time was not counted. Therefore,
the TA spent more time teaching, but ended up spending less time with the subject “one‐on‐one”.
The comprehension score on the quiz given after the test was the statistic that was of most
interest. Since there are fairly loose time constraints in a lab period, as long as it took significantly less
than 3 hours to complete the experiment, it didn’t really matter how long the models take to build as
long as the subject comprehends what they are actually doing. The comprehension scores show an
average of 4.33 out of a possible 6 for the subjects who used the manual and an average score of 3.17
for subject who did not use the manual. Using a 2‐sample t‐test, the p‐value was found to be .135. This
difference can be considered significant due to the small number of subjects sampled. If more subjects
were sampled with similar results, the p‐value would be much less.
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Using the second implementation option would require the IME department to print out a copy
of the manual for each student enrolled in the course. Table 2 is a breakdown of what it would cost to
print the manual in both color and black and white. This cost is more or less a start‐up cost because the
manuals can be reused each quarter and would not require a separate printing for each quarter, but due
to students taking/breaking manuals, a few may have to be reprinted over time.
Table 2: Cost of Printing the Manual in Both Color and Black & White
Cost of Color
Cost of B & W
Copies/ page ($) Copies/ page ($)
0.09

Number of Pages
in manual =

0.023

52

Number of
Copies

Cost of
Color
Manuals
($)

Cost of
B&W
Copies
($)

20

93.6

23.92

30

140.4

35.88

40

187.2

47.84

(http://www.bestvaluecopy.com/)
Since the comprehension scores are higher without the TA method, it is plausible to assume that
the TA may not be needed in the lab period to teach students ProModel and that the instructor could
handle any questions that students may have. If this is the case, dropping the TA from the lab periods
would be beneficial to the IME department. Assuming TA’s are paid $10/ hour for their services, Table 3
shows the payback period of implementing the manual in a variety of ways. Based on the how many
copies are printed and whether or not color ink is used, the payback period for implementing the
manual into lab periods for IME 342 is between .27 and 2.08 quarters. This interval is a reasonable
amount of time for justifying the printing of the manual for each student.
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Table 3: Payback Period Analysis
Nubmer of Copies Printed
30

20
Color Print or
B&W

Color

B&W

Color

B&W

40
Color

B&W

Cost of Printing

$90

$23

$135

$34.5

$180

$46

Payback Period (in
acedemic
quarters)

1.00

0.26

1.50

0.38

2.00

0.51

Cost of TA

$90

Conclusions
After the writing, testing, and justification of the manual, implementation seems to be a
plausible and beneficial option. By using this manual not only does student’s comprehension of the
subject matter rise compared to current methods, but it allows the department increased flexibility.
The department has a variety of implementation options for this solution. Using this manual, a
TA teaching this class has far less responsibility for conveying the subject matter to the students. This
allows the department increased flexibility as to who they find to be a TA for the class. The TA would be
reduced to a one‐on‐one helper as opposed to a teacher and doesn’t necessarily need quite the level of
expertise. The implementation could also eliminate the need for a TA all together if the instructor feels
they can handle the students one‐on‐one questioning.
The manual can be implemented with little to no cost by placing it as a file in a shared folder or
by printing a copy for each student for a marginal fee. Putting the file in the shared folder of IME 342 not
only allows student in that class to access it at any time, but allows any IME student access to this
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resource. The other option is for the department to print out copies of the manual. With a payback
period of between .27 and 2.08 quarters, this investment on behalf of the department is justifiable
compared to the potential benefits that it brings. With the scarcity of suitable simulation resources
available, the option of making it available in a shared folder for students to use or print at any time
seems to be the most beneficial.
The benefit to the department is nice, but the real objective of this manual is to increase
student’s understanding of the simulation process and use of ProModel. This manual is proven to
increase students understanding and help students to retain information about this powerful tool, it
provides a resource for a class environment where one currently does not exist, and it promotes student
learning outside of class time. The use of this solution can be beneficial to all parties involved.
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Appendix A: Comprehension Test
Comprehension Test
Did you use the manual? Yes____ No____
How does ProModel simulate random behavior in a system?
‐Through probability distributions

In simulation terms, a model is:
A. A way to look at how different elements change metrics
B. An abstract representation of a real system
C. A copy of a system on a computer program
D. None of the above

What are the four essential elements of building a simulation?
Locations, entities, arrivals, processing

After simulation elements are built on ProModel, what is the next step in the simulation process?
‐verification and validation

Throughput is an example of a key performance___metric_____. Describe throughput.
‐Throughput is the number of entities processed through the system over a given time period.

Describe the difference between static and dynamic simulation.
‐static simulation does not use time as a state variable whereas dynamic simulation does.
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Appendix B: Data Analysis
Data Set 1: Two‐sample t‐test comparing Total Time with Manual vs. Without Manual
Two-sample T for Time w vs Time w/o

Time w
Time w/o

N
3
3

Mean
95.33
80.76

StDev
7.97
6.81

SE Mean
4.6
3.9

Difference = mu (Time w) - mu (Time w/o)
Estimate for difference: 14.58
95% CI for difference: (-4.69, 33.84)
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs not =): T-Value = 2.41

P-Value = 0.095

DF = 3

Data Set 2: Two‐sample t‐test comparing TA Time with Manual vs. Without Manual
Two-sample T for TA w vs TA w/o

TA w
TA w/o

N
3
3

Mean
21.03
16.14

StDev
4.11
1.67

SE Mean
2.4
0.97

Difference = mu (TA w) - mu (TA w/o)
Estimate for difference: 4.89
95% CI for difference: (-6.13, 15.91)
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs not =): T-Value = 1.91

P-Value = 0.196

DF = 2

Data Set 3: Two‐sample t‐test comparing Comprehension Test Scores with Manual vs. Without Manual
Two-sample T for Comp w vs Comp w/o

Comp w
Comp w/o

N
3
3

Mean
4.333
3.167

StDev
0.764
0.764

SE Mean
0.44
0.44

Difference = mu (Comp w) - mu (Comp w/o)
Estimate for difference: 1.167
95% CI for difference: (-0.565, 2.898)
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs not =): T-Value = 1.87

P-Value = 0.135

DF = 4
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What is Simulation?
Simulation is the action of performing experiments on a model of a given system by the
generation of data consistent with that generated by the real system. Over the past 50 years, simulation
has been gaining widespread acceptance as a powerful tool. Performing a simulation experiment
provides many benefits to the modeler. It enables the modeler to organize their beliefs and
observations about a system and provides them with a better understanding of the system being
modeled. It also allows the modeler to perform what‐if analysis on the system without actually
implementing the changes in the system. This is generally less costly than performing a guess‐and‐check
analysis on the system. Being able to run a simulation of the system in a few minutes allows the user to
collect data for hundreds of hours, thus expediting the timeframe that it takes to do an analysis of the
system.
There are many types of simulation, each of which has its applications. Firstly, a simulation can
be either deterministic or stochastic. A deterministic system has no random components. A conveyor
belt that is running with no down time, at a constant speed, that feeds parts at a constant rate is an
example of a deterministic system. This however, is not a realistic system; People are not machines,
machines fail, and service requests occur at random. This is where the stochastic element of a
simulation comes in. A stochastic component of a system is one with some element of randomness. In a
deterministic model, plugging in the parameters of the system will give the same output each run,
however if the model is stochastic, the output will differ from run‐to‐run.
A system model can also be static or dynamic. A static system does not take into account time as
one of the variables. A model designed to see what the demand of a certain product may be at a certain
instance of time may be modeled as a static model. If it is a static‐deterministic model, the results are
the same each run, whereas if the model is a static‐stochastic, the results will differ to form a probability
distribution for the modeler to interpret. A static‐stochastic simulation is also known as a Monte Carlo
Simulation. A dynamic system model views a system over a length of time. As the simulation is run over
this time period using some clock mechanism, the system’s state variables change. Developing a
simulation that investigates how the demand of a product changes over time is an example of a dynamic
system.
Finally, if the system is dynamic, the state‐variables can change either continuously over time,
such as the price of oil, or at discrete time instances. Many mechanical systems use continuous models,
such a block sliding down an inclined plane or a flywheel pumping a piston. In contrast, the models that
will be studied in this manual, will all be discrete. Discrete models have events that occur at specified
time instances only, such as a part finished getting processed at a machine and moving to the next
machine.
Discrete‐event simulation (DES) is defined by these three attributes: it has at least some state
variables occurring at random (stochastic), the evolution of state variables over time is important
(dynamic), and changes to state variables occur at discrete time instances only. This can be seen in
Figure 1: Model Types, on the following page.
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Figure 1: Model Types

When to use simulation
Simulation is a powerful tool and can be very beneficial if it is performed correctly. However, not
every system that can be solved using simulation should be solved using it. In simple cases, the values of
performance metrics are known, or easily estimated, so the time and effort used to build and validate a
working model cannot be cost justified and probably will not provide the desired results. In slightly more
complex models, performance metrics may be unknown. However, queuing theory may be a better
approach to figuring these metrics out. Often times, simulation is simply too powerful of a tool to use on
a relatively simple problem. Simulation also has a limitation of being unable to solve technological or
sociological issues such as machine reliability or performance of a worker on the line.
Discrete event simulation offers techniques that can approximate the values of performance
metrics with a relatively small error. Often simulation studies are created and executed on a complex
system simply to study the alternatives to the existing system. It is used to figure out how the system
responds to a change in input parameters or processing rules. Simulation output data often can provide
sufficiently accurate answers to these questions and enable the modeler to sharpen their understanding
of the system.
Ideal conditions for performing a simulation are when the following criteria hold true:
 A logical or quantitative decision is being made
 The system has well defined and repetitive processes
 Events in the system are interdependent of one another and have some element of
randomness
 The impact of the potential savings out way that of the cost of performing the
simulation.
 Experimenting on the real world system is more expensive than the cost of performing
the simulation
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Simulation Model Elements
Locations‐ There are two types of locations. The first type is one that exists in the actual system.
Entities are routed to these locations and perform some task there until they are routed to the next
location. The other type of location is one that may not exist in the real system. This type of location is
called a queue, which acts as a buffer to a location or locations with fixed capacity. Entities wait in the
queue until there is open capacity at the next location. If there is open capacity at the processing
location, the entity will skip past the queue and be processed at that location.

Entities‐ Entities are the items that are processed through the model. Entities move from location to
location performing tasks and exit the system when these tasks are complete. They can be anything
from orders, to products, to people. Metrics such as throughput, WIP, flow time, and wait time are all
measured based on what the system has the entities doing.

Arrivals‐ Arrivals are the rate at which entities enter the system. Often, entity’s arrivals are fit to a
probability distribution in order to keep the element of randomness in the simulation. Entities can either
enter a system one at a time, or as a group. The size of the group can also be fit to a probability
distribution.

Processing‐ The processing logic of the simulation is the driving force behind entities moving
throughout the system. Processing logic tells entities where a how to move from location to location. It
also directs the entity what to do at each location once it gets there.

Resources‐ Resources provide support to entities throughout the system. Resources can be used to
process entities at a location or move entities through the system. System elements such as material
handling devices, operators, or vehicles are modeled as resources. Inadequate resources limit the rate at
which processing can take place.

Attributes‐ Attributes are entity characteristics that are unique to each entity such as size, quantity,
type, or weight. These attributes are assigned to each entity when they enter the system and are carried
by the entity throughout the system. Attributes can be called for in the processing logic to differentiate
one entity from another and route each type of entity to different locations.

Key Performance metrics
There are a few key performance metrics that systems are measured by. They measure overall
performance of a system usually by a monetary value and are used by the top level of an organization.
By optimizing some or all of these metrics, the amount and effectiveness of production will rise. Using
simulation offers the user an opportunity to forecast these metrics by changing their model without
actually changing the system itself. This method is superior to a guess‐and‐check method on the actual
system because it is less costly and more responsive to the needs of the system. These key performance
metrics include the following:
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Flow time‐ Flow time is the average amount of time it takes an entity to pass through the system. Also
known as cycle time, it is made up of the following activities: wait time, move time, queue time, setup
time, and run time. Reducing the first four activities, which are non‐value added times, reduces the flow
time. Reduction of flow time increases the capacity of the system as a whole, since less time is required
to process each entity. Reduction of flow time also reduces lead time, which gives a system more
flexibility.

Throughput‐ Throughput is the productivity of a machine, process, or system over a given period of
time. It can be expressed in output per hour, number of orders being shipped, or cost/revenue of goods
produced. Production managers try to maximize the amount of throughput in a manufacturing system
by reducing variance and cycle time (flow time). Throughput is measured under normal conditions as
opposed to metrics like manufacturer’s rated speed, which measures production under optimal
conditions.

Utilization‐ Utilization is the percentage of time that a resource or location is used. This metric can be
misleading as a high utilization means that a resource is being used often. While it is important to use
resources efficiently, a high utilization also means that the given resource may not have the capacity to
handle the flow through the system. Using this metric in conjunction with other metrics such as
throughput and WIP can provide insight into what is best for overall system performance.

Value‐Added Time‐ Value‐added time refers to the amount of time that a product is receiving value
that a customer is willing to pay for. Activities like waiting in a queue, being transported, or being
inspected do not add any value to the product itself and steps to reduce the amount of non‐value added
time should be taken. These unnecessary activities cost money for an organization, meaning the product
must be sold for a higher value. If a customer doesn’t feel they are getting the value they are paying for,
they will take their business elsewhere.
Variance‐ Variance refers to the instability that occurs in the other metrics. Since there are stochastic
elements in any process, the value of the other metrics change from period to period. By reducing
variance through implementing standard operating procedures and other techniques, an organization
can get a more accurate forecast when measuring other metrics. This reduces risk and allows an
organization to better schedule production.

Wait time‐ Wait Time is the combined times that a product spends waiting in the system. This time
includes times waiting in queue or other inventory locations, waiting for a resource to process it, or
waiting for other components to create an assembly. Wait time is non‐value added time and production
managers seek to reduce the amount of wait time without too much capital investment.

WIP‐ WIP, or Work In Process, refers the amount of product that has begun the production process, but
has yet to be completed. This product takes up storage space and represents a capital risk. This risk is
due to the possibility of line spoilage or, depending on the product life cycle, the risk of becoming
obsolete. Because of these risks, production managers aim to minimize the amount of WIP. The amount
of WIP in a queue signals that the given location is well buffered, but also signals that the given location
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may not have enough capacity to process the amount of product being fed to it. JIT (Just‐In‐Time)
strategies such as line balancing, pull systems, and restricted production at non‐bottleneck locations can
control WIP levels.

Simulation Process
Formulate the Problem
Once it has been determined that discrete‐event simulation is an appropriate tool, an organization
needs to determine what the goals and objectives of the simulation study are. Often times the goals are
simple such as: ‘Should we add another machine?’ or ‘We need to increase throughput’, while other
times the exact problem to be solved is not necessarily stated or even understood by the organization. A
good first step is to observe the system and watch how it operates. From there, one can identify areas of
improvement and performance metrics to look closely at. (See pg. 33 for key performance metrics)
Take for example a job shop with many products having many different routing requirements. What
objectives might this shop have when starting a simulation?
‐How many machines do we need?
‐How many operators do we need? And when? Where?
‐How can we reduce product wait time?
‐How can we decrease WIP?
‐Do we have an adequate amount of tooling?
‐Do we keep an adequate amount of inventory?
As you can see there are many potential questions that can arise, which is why it is important to define
the scope of the project. The scope should be realistic and achievable based on the time and resources
that one has to conduct the study. Some of these questions may not fall into the scope. For example, if
you are only worried about how long the products spend waiting, you may only look at the factors that
affect product wait time.

Build a conceptual model/Data Collection
Once the modeler has observed the system and has seen how it operates, a conceptual model
must be made that turns the real world system into elements that can be used when simulating. Since
the conceptual model is an abstract of the existing system, it is important that the modeler defines
which elements of the existing system to use, and which to leave out. It would be nice to be able to
include every element, but as more details are added to the model, the time and effort that it takes to
include more details out ways the actual benefit to the model. A common problem for inexperienced
modelers is to try and model the entire system. There should not always be a one‐to‐one
correspondence to each element in the system, as shown in Figure 2d. Start by making a basic model
and embellish as needed.
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Data collection can be done concurrently with the building of the conceptual model or a
modeler can choose to do so afterwards. The framework of the conceptual model acts as a guide for the
modeler to know what pieces of data have to be collected. Looking at Figure 2a, it can be seen that data
collection is needed for entities arriving in the system and processing time for the entities at machine 1.
No data needs to be taken at queue locations. These locations act as buffer to the locations they feed
into. Figure 2b models a system where a certain percentage of arrivals need to be processed at machine
1, and the remaining arrivals are processed at machine 2. The percentage of entities going to each
machine is also something the modeler needs to keep in mind when collecting data from the system.
It is also important to collect performance data from your system as well. In order to compare
the simulation findings to what is actually going on in the system, this is data the modeler will need.
Refer back to the objectives of your simulation study. What metrics are you looking to improve? Make
sure to take note of these metrics when doing the data collection.
Once the data has been gathered, analysis on the data is then performed. Often inexperienced
modelers think that using the mean value of all the observations for a certain location will give an
accurate look into how that location operates over the long run. This however, is not the case. By only
using the mean value, the element of randomness is taken away from the model. The data for arrivals
and locations must be fit to a probability distribution. ProModel has a tool called Stat::Fit, which allows
the modeler to confirm that the data collected is valid and fits it to a distribution.

Model Validation
Model validation is a crucial step that ensures the conceptual model accurately reflects how the
actual system operates. If the conceptual model is wrong or makes too many assumptions, every step in
the simulation process after it will have been meaningless. Often times it is good to sit down with the
people that know the system the best to discuss the conceptual model, address any concerns they may
have, and confirm that the conceptual model acts consistently with the actual system.
Doing this helps ensure that the model’s assumptions are accurate, it promotes interaction
between those who are invested in the simulation project, and allows the modeler to change the model
without significant change costs down the road. This step should always take place before programming
the model.

Programming the model
Once the modeler has confirmed the conceptual model reflects the procedure of the actual
system and all relevant data has been collected, the conceptual model is ready to be programmed.
Models can either be programmed in a general purpose programming language such as C or C++, or
using a commercial simulation software package such as Arena, SIMUL8, or ProModel. For the purposes
of this manual, ProModel will be used to when building a computer simulation. See the Promodel
Tutorial section for further detail.
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Model Verification/Validation
The modeler must verify that the simulation model is mimicking the conceptual model and also
that the simulation is acting as the real world system does. To do this, the simulation is run and results
for that run are gathered. The modeler compares the results of the simulation run to the data that was
collected when observing the system. For example, if the modeler observed the system for 5 hours and
saw a throughput of 200 units, that is compared to the results of the simulation to see if the model is
running as the real world system does. This is called results validation and is the most important model
validation technique available. If the results validation is successful, then it also lends credibility to the
simulation model. If the data is not able to be compared to the system, the results should be presented
to the people that know the system best. If the results are consistent with how they perceive the system
should operate, then the simulation model is said to have face validity. A sensitivity analysis also should
be performed on the simulation model to see which elements have the biggest impact on the
performance metrics. These elements must be modeled carefully.

Output Analysis/ Results
Once the simulation is verified to be operating like the real world system, data from the model is
credible and can be used to analyze the system. However, running the simulation for an arbitrary length
of time is not always enough to provide credible data. Analyzing certain state variables leads to
calculations of simulation run time, warm‐up period, and the number of replications needed. For
example, a manufacturing system may run for 80 hours a week. However, when the simulation starts,
the product pipeline is empty. This rarely happens in the actual system. A warm up period can be used
to get the system running before the 80 hours a week in order to collect more accurate long‐run data.
Also, running one replication of a simulation is not as reliable as running many and using the averages of
the replications or analyzing each replication individually. Once these three elements are established,
data analysis can be conducted to see if there is a statistically significant difference between means of a
performance metric that has been changed due to some system change.
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ProModel Tutorial
ProModel is a discrete event simulation software that allows the user to create a working model of a
complex real‐world system. By building a model the user can plan, analyze, and even improve how the
system runs. ProModel gives the modeler the opportunity to see how their system runs over a long
period of time in just minutes. The modeler can tweak the system to see how small changes affect
important metrics, which configurations work best, and help the modeler understand the
interdependencies of the system.
When you open Promodel, a window appears titled: The ProModel ShortCut Panel. If you are starting a
new model, go ahead and exit out of this menu. You should see a blank Layout screen. Now it is time to
start building your model.

Model 1: Machine Operator
A machine operator is running a lathe on the factory floor. The lathe is responsible for manufacturing
both Product A and Product B. Product A arrives at the lathe every 35 minutes using an exponential
distribution and Product B arrives every 30 minutes using a Normal distribution with a standard
deviation of 6 minutes. The lathe processes Product A using a uniform distribution between 8 and 12
minutes and Product B using a uniform distribution between 10 and 20 minutes. Once the lathe
operation is complete, both Products exit the system. Collect data on 1000 hours of machine run time.
Consider the following:
1. What is the throughput in the 1000 hour run period?
2. How much time does each product type stay in the system?
3. What percentage of time does each product spend waiting? What is the maximum amount of product
waiting at any one time?
4. Do you notice anything interesting about how long each product stays in the system compared to
their processing times? Why do you think that is?
5. Do you think the lathe has enough capacity to handle this system? Why or why not?
6. How much time is saved by adding another lathe (lathe capacity = 2)? What is the difference in
throughput, why is this? Does it make since to add another lathe?

Before you start building the model the first thing that you should do is title your simulation. To do this,
click on the build menu and select General Information. Enter a title and be sure the default units are set
to minutes and feet.
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 Arrivals‐ When
n the entities arrive in the system
 Processing Loggic‐ Where/Ho
ow the entitie
es move
c be found in the build menu
m
seen too the
All of thesse elements can
right highlighted in red
d.

Figure 3: Build Menu’s Four Essenttial Elements
Locationss:
Start by clicking on locations in the build menu. You should nnow see two new windowss titled: Locattions
and Graph
hics. Click on a graphic thaat will represe
ent the lathe location and place it in thee layout wind
dow.
(If you do not wish for a graphic to represent a laathe, the entiity spot or reggion buttons to the left off the
window are
a also suitab
ble)
he upper left corner of thee graphics boxx. When this box is
Notice thaat the “new” check box is checked in th
checked, each graphic that is chosen and placed in the layoutt window rep
presents a new
w location. If you
h
multiple
e graphics rep
present a locaation, simply uuncheck that box and add graphics to tthe
chose to have
location.
Once a graphic is chose
en, it is time it enter its infformation. Thhe location m
menu has man
ny information
e, only be con
ncerned with the followingg:
fields. Forr this example
 Iccon‐ The chossen graphic re
epresenting th
his location
 Name‐ The cho
osen title for the location
 Cap. (Capacity)‐ How many entities can be
b at this locaation at one ttime. For the lathe location, set
th
he capacity to
o 1.
en configured
d, let’s build t he lathe queu
ue location. TThe lathe queeue is
Now that the lathe location has bee
n that holds th
he entities waaiting to move to the lathee, but cannot because the lathe’s capaccity is
a location
full. Once the lathe hass available capacity the qu
ueue will sendd an entity to
o the lathe usiing a FIFO (firrst‐in‐
first‐out) rule. Most loccations with a fixed (non‐infinite) capaccity require a queue beforre them just in
case the capacity
c
for th
hat location has
h been filled
d.
out your queu
ue in the layo
out
On the lefft of the graphics menu, click on the conv/que buttoon and draw o
window (m
make sure that the “new” box is checke
ed). Title you r queue in th
he locations w
window and m
make
sure its caapacity is set to
t infinite. Ne
ext, double cllick on the quueue that you
u have drawn in the layoutt
window to
o bring up the “conveyor//queue” menu
u. By default,, your queue should be sett to conveyorr.
Select que
eue instead and
a make the length of you
u queue 0 feeet. The reason
n for the queue length of 0 is if
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the queue
e had a length
h, the entitiess moving thro
ough it wouldd take time to
o make it acro
oss the queuee.
When the
e lathe is not in use, the prroduct would go straight thhere and not spend any tim
me in the queeue,
hence the
e length of 0.
w should look like the follow
wing:
Your locattions window

Figure 4: Locations Wiindow
otice that if an
n unwanted location is delleted from thhe layout wind
dow, the info
ormation for tthat
Notes: No
location remains. To delete this info
ormation, higghlight the deesired location
n data, open the edit menu,
n.
and delete the location
uld like to sw
witch the orde
er that your lo
ocations appeear, you can d
do so by clickiing on the desired
If you wou
location and
a using the move option in the edit menu.
m
Then, cclick where yo
ou would like that location
n to
be moved
d to and use the move to option
o
also in the edit mennu.
Entities:
Building an
a entity is faiirly simple. Sttart by clicking the entitiess button in the build menu
u. Choose a
graphic to
o represent both Product A and Product B. Title the entities in thee entities win
ndow. Do not
worry abo
out the entityy speed in thiss example.
Arrivals:
een created, you
y need to sspecify when and where th
he entities arrive
Once locaations and enttities have be
in the systtem. Select arrivals in the build menu. You should seee an arrival window and a tools windo
ow to
the left th
hat lists all the
e entities thatt have been created.
c
w. This
Start by choosing whicch entity is to arrive by cliccking on the ““Entity…” buttton in the arrrivals window
dow with the entities that you have ma de as well as an “all” optio
on. Select
should bring up a wind
ProductA.
b routed thrrough the lath
he queue before it can reaach
When thiss entity enterrs the system,, it needs to be
the lathe. If ProductA tried
t
to go strraight to the lathe and thee capacity was occupied, th
he entity wou
uld be
d and not arrive in the systtem due to lack of capacityy. By first rou
uting it througgh the lathe
destroyed
queue, the entity has somewhere
s
to
o wait until capacity becom
mes availablee at the lathe. Thus, Produ
uctA
e. It arrives each time withh a quantity o
of 1, and for o
our purposes,,
has to arrrive at location lathe queue
occurs inffinitely (ProM
Model recognizes both “inf”” and “infinitee”). ProductA
A arrives in the system oncce
every 35 min,
m exponen
ntially distribu
uted. This is denoted
d
by E((35) min. For a full list of h
how to input
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distributio
ons, refer to Appendix
A
C. Repeat
R
this prrocess for ProoductB but usse N(30,6) min for its frequ
uency
data. Your arrivals window should look like the following:
f

Figure 5: Arrivals
A
Wind
dow

ng:
Processin
The final essential
e
elem
ment to any simulation is the
t processin g logic. Oncee the locationss are built, th
he
entities arre made, and the entity arrrivals have been set, the pprocessing loggic tells the eentity how to
move thro
ough the systtem from its arrival,
a
to the
e time it exits the system.
Start by clicking on pro
ocess in the build menu. Yo
ou should seee two window
ws across the top of the screen
titled “pro
ocess” and “routing” that look like the following:
f

uting Window
w
Figure 6: Blank Processsing and Rou
he process win
ndow. The prrocess window
w consists of the followingg fields:
Start in th
 Entity‐ Wh
hat entity is se
elected for prrocessing
 Location‐ Where
W
the prrocessing occurs
ens when the
e entity enterss that locatio
on
 Operation‐ What happe
e
should be
b ProductA at
a the lathe queue,
q
since tthat is where ProductA arrrives. No
The first entry
operation
n occurs at the
e lathe queue
e for ProductA
A.
The next window
w
is the
e routing window. This win
ndow shows what happen
ns to the entitty after it is
finished with
w its operations at the lo
ocation specified in the prrocess window
w. In other words, the routing
window tells the entityy where to go
o next. Each entry
e
in the prrocessing win
ndow corresp
ponds to its ow
wn
unique en
ntry/entries in
n the routing window. The
e routing winddow containss the following fields:
 Output‐ What
W
entity exxits the speciffied location
 Destination‐ Where is the entity goin
ng
 Rule‐ What rules govern how it gets there
 Move Logic‐ What happ
pens when/How the entityy is moving to
o the next loccation
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uctA at the latthe queue, PrroductA is outtputted to th e lathe usingg a first available (or “first””
For Produ
rule).You should see an
n arrow comiing from the lathe
l
queue ggoing toward the lathe in tthe layout
window.
or ProductA aat the lathe. W
When
Now that this process has been entered, informaation has to bbe inputted fo
ProductA arrives at the
e lathe, it is processed between 8 and 112 minutes ussing a uniform
m distribution
n.
U(10,2) min” iin the operatiion field. Afteer the
This action is denoted by the “wait”” statement. Enter “wait U
“wait” operation has been
b
preformed, the entityy exits the sysstem using th
he routing scrreen. Repeat tthis
or ProductB.
process fo
Your proccessing windo
ow should loo
ok like the figu
ure
to the righ
ht:
Both entitties should be
e routed from
m the lathe
queue, to
o the lathe, an
nd finally exitiing the system
m.
Figurre 7: Processing Window
Your mod
del now contaains all the ne
ecessary elem
ments for it to be run. However, before statistics can be
gathered on this system
m, you must verify
v
that the simulation is operating aas it is supposed to. This iss
done thro
ough the use of the “trace”” tool. Click on “options” i n the simulattion tab and ccheck the boxx
titled “traace”. Clicking the “run” buttton will take
e you to the ruun time screeen where you
u can verify yo
our
simulation
n.
e run time scrreen appears,, your simulattion should b e stopped. Att the bottom of the screen
n,
When the
there should be a wind
dow titled “TR
RACE”. Left‐clicking in this window will run the simu
ulation one step at
a time. PrroModel takes many steps to perform a relatively sim
mple task, so there may be many
operation
ns that you wo
ouldn’t expecct to see. By clicking
c
throu gh the trace of a few cyclees of the system,
you can se
ee whether or
o not the sim
mulation is ope
erating as it sshould. After verifying thatt your simulation
is runningg correctly, cliick on the sto
op button (red
d square) andd choose not tto collect statistics.
Your mod
del is now ready to be run, however parrameters for yyour simulatiion run must first be set. SSelect
“options” from the sim
mulation menu. This windo
ow is where thhe parameterrs for your sim
mulation testting
p
of th
his simulation
n, the run tim
me should be sset to 1000 ho
ours and set
are inputtted. For the purposes
replications to 1. Also check
c
the “Paause” checkbox and unclicck the “Trace”” checkbox. Itt should look like
u on the follow
wing page:
the menu
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Figure
F
8: Simu
ulation Optio
ons Menu
o watch your simulation in
n action.
Press the run button to
ou have not saved
s
your sim
mulation, Pro
oModel will assk you to do sso before run
nning it.
Note: If yo
When the
e run button is clicked, Pro
oModel will taake you to thee run time screen where yyou should seee
your grap
phics from the
e layout menu
u. Since the pause
p
check bbox was marked in the simulation optio
ons
screen, yo
our simulation should be paused.
p
The speed at whicch the simulattion is run can
n be controlleed by
the scroll bar across th
he top of the screen.
s
Click the
t green arrrow (play) buttton to start yyour simulation.
After the simulation ru
uns for 1000 hours,
h
ProMo
odel will ask yyou if you wan
nt to see the results. Click yes
to view yo
our results.

Table 1: Location Da
ata Results

Table 2: Entity Data Results:
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Consider the following: (from pg. 37)
1. What is the throughput of both products in the given time?
2. How much time does each product type stay in the system?
3. What percentage of time does each product spend waiting? What is the maximum amount of product
waiting at any one time?
4. Do notice anything interesting about how long each product stays in the system compared to their
processing times? Why do you think that is?
5. Do you think the lathe has enough capacity to handle this system? Why or why not?
6. How much time is saved by adding another lathe (lathe capacity = 2)? What is the difference in
throughput? Does it make since to add another lathe?
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Model 2: Stat fit
Reconsider the simulation from Model 1. Ongoing process improvement and line balancing
have resulted in changes to the lathe process. After completing a time study, the data gathered
from the system is as follows:

Table 3: Data Measured from Model 2 System
Sample
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Lathe Arrival
Lathe Procssing
Lathe Procssing
Interarrival
Times for Product A Times for Product B
Times
30
10.4
16.7
41
13
19.3
20
12.8
19.1
23
9.8
16.1
29
10.1
16.4
22
11.3
15.1
30
9.5
15.8
31
13.1
19.4
23
12.6
14.3
20
8.9
13
22
10.3
14.4
21
9
13.1
20
11.9
16
34
10.2
14.3
27
8.5
12.6
21
9.9
14
23
12.3
16.4
25
8.7
12.8
33
11.4
12.8
27
12.1
19.4
25
11.7
19
20
11.1
18.4
22
11.3
14.9
52
9.7
17
24
10.3
17.6

The interarrival times listed apply to both Products A & B. Since this data is an indication how
the process is now running, it provides a more accurate representation of what is actually
occurring in the system.
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Consider the following:
1. Test the given data for independence.
2. Fit the data sets into continuous distributions to be used in the improved simulation.
3. If the improvement of the system costs $15000 to complete and profits of $10 for each
extra Product A produced and $15 for extra each Product B produced are gained, what
is the breakeven point for the system? Hint: Compare throughputs for both products for
both models.
ProModel offers a tool called Stat::Fit that allows the user to automatically analyze data and
attempt to determine independence, to determine homogeneity (the data came from the same
distribution), and to fit it to the best fitting distribution. Click on the tools menu and selecting
“Stat::Fit”.
Start by entering in the interarrival times to the lathe in the right‐hand field in the “data table”
window. The data sets can also be found in the IME 342 shared folder on the F drive. Once the
data is entered, tests for independence can begin.
Three tests for independence can be done using Stat::Fit‐ scatter plot, autocorrelation plot, and
a runs test. All of these tests can be found in the statistics menu under “Independence”.
Scatter Plot‐ A scatter plot plots data points that that were collected sequentially. For example,
one point on the scatter plot would be (X1, X2) and another would be (X2, X3). This results in n‐1
data points, where n is the number of samples collected. If the data is independent, the scatter
plot will look randomly distributed. However, if the data shows a trend line, the data shows
either a positive or a negative correlation depending on the slope of the trend.
Create a scatter plot of the data for interarrival times. Is there a trend?
Autocorrelation Plot‐ An autocorrelation plot calculates a measure of autocorrelation, rho(ρ),
which uses the distance between data points, the sample mean, and the standard deviation,
resulting in a value between 1 and ‐1. Since correlated data sets are dependent, the closer that
the correlation value is to either of the extreme values, the less independent the data is. If the
values are around 0, the data show little to no autocorrelation.
Create an autocorrelation plot of the data for interarrival times. What are the extreme values?
Is there autocorrelation in this data set?
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Runs test‐ A runs tesst is a statistical procedu
ure that testss if a string o
of data is occcurring
randomlyy. A list of truly random numbers sh
hould have a bout equal n
numbers above and below
the mean
n, and should only have a few instan
nces where a sequence of numbers is ascendingg or
descendiing. Stat::Fit performs ru
uns two tests: a test of nnumbers abo
ove and belo
ow the mean
n,
and a turrning points test. The first runs test tests
t
to see how many d
data points iin a row are
above orr below the mean.
m
The null hypothessis for this teest is that th
he data is ran
ndom, so if tthe
runs testt is “rejected
d”, the data set
s is not ran
ndom. The ssecond runs test tests th
he ascendingg or
descendiing runs. If to
oo many numbers in a row are asceending or desscending, th
he null
hypothessis will be rejected and the
t data set is considereed not to be random.
Create a runs test for the interarrrival times data.
d
Is the ddata set rand
dom?
m and can bee used in
If the datta set passess all three off these tests, it is consid ered random
creating a simulation
n. Click on th
he “graph inp
put” button to view a hiistogram of yyour data.
This gives a good idea of what yo
our distributtion should l ook like. Neext, click the Auto::fit
button to
o see which distributions fit you data best. The m
menu that p
pops up shou
uld be
configure
ed like the fo
ollowing:

Figure 9:
9 Auto::Fit M
Menu

K”, and a list of distributiion types will pop up witth a rank and either a “rreject” or a ““do
Click “OK
not rejecct” rating. If you
y are usin
ng a student version of PProModel, leess distributions are avaiilable
for fittingg. For our pu
urposes, cho
oose the disttribution witth the highesst rating. By clicking on tthe
distributiion name, a fitted graph
h will appearr, showing hoow the dataa fits to that distribution.
Other disstributions can
c be selectted in this sccreen to see how they co
ompare to the data set.
Once a distribution has
h been picked, it is reaady to be useed in the sim
mulation.
t “Export”” button. Sett the applicaation field too “ProModel”” or “ProMo
odel Productts”
Click on the
(this depends which version or Stat::Fit
S
you are
a using) annd the fitted
d distribution
n field to thee
distributiion you have
e chosen. Th
he bottom off this window
w should show a distribution that iss
configued in a firmiliar way. Output it to the “clipboard”” and click “O
OK”. The distribution can
now be inserted into
o the ProMod
del arrival lo
ogic. Paste ( Ctrl + V) thee distribution
n logic into tthe
“frequen
ncy” field forr both produ
uct A and B.
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Repeat this process for the data on the processing time for both Products A & B at the lathe.

Consider the following: (from pg. 45)
1. Test the given data for independence.
2. Fit the data sets into continuous distributions to be used in the improved simulation.
3. If the improvement of the system costs $15000 to complete and profits of $10 for each
extra Product A produced and $15 for extra each Product B produced are gained, what
is the breakeven point for the system? Hint: Compare throughputs for both products for
both models.

Model 3: Flow Shop
In a flow shop, both products 1 and 2, move from a lathe, to a mill, and finally are inspected at
an inspection location. Both products are extremely heavy and require one of the shop’s two
forklifts to move them from their current location to the next. It takes the forklifts 1 minute to
move a product from a location’s queue to that location and 2 minutes to move from a location
to another location’s queue. The products arrive every 18 minutes, lognormally distributed with
a standard deviation of 5 min. 35% of the products coming into the system are of the Product1
variety, and 65% are Product2. Each product takes the following times at each location:

Table 4: Distribution Data for Model 3 locations
Location Product1 (min) Product2 ( min)
Lathe
U(8,2)
U(10,5)
Mill
N(16,5)
N(13,2)
Inspection
U(5,2)
U(5,2)

Consider the following:
1. What is the shop’s throughput?
2. What is the average time for each product in the system (flow time)?
3. How many products are in each queue on average?
4. How does the flow time and average queue contents change if a third forklift is added? Do you
think this investment is worth it?
5. Is there a bottleneck in the system? If so, where?
6. What happens to flow time if the mean process time at the mill is reduced by 1 min for each
type of product (N (15, 5) and N (12, 2))? Note: make sure that two forklifts are being used.
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Start this model in the same way ass the previouss model, by nnaming it and making sure the correct
nits are beingg used in geneeral informatiion menu. Neext you can sttart making lo
ocations. The
default un
locations for this mode
el are the lath
he, the mill, an inspection location, and
d a queue beffore all three. Each
eues has infin
nite capacity and
a the otherr three locatioons have a caapacity of 1. TThe locations
of the que
window should look likke the followiing: Note: Rem
member to d ouble click th
he graphic rep
presenting yo
our
queues an
nd set the len
ngths to 0.

W
and Layout
L
Windo
ow for Mode l 3
Figure 10: Locations Window
w Attribute
es
Entities with
As modelss begin to gett more compllex, it helps to
o reduce the amount of co
ode that you have to writee.
While thiss model can be
b made usingg two different entities (Prroduct1 and Product2), ussing attributes in
your mod
del can make routing much
h simpler. Attributes assignn each individ
dual entity a vvalue which ccan
be used to
o differentiatte between diifferent kindss of entities.O
Open the entitties screen an
nd create an eentity
called “prroduct”. Don’t worry about entity speed
d.
ute can be cre
eated to diffe
erentiate betw
ween the twoo types for pro
oducts that eenter the system.
An attribu
Using the build menu, select attribu
utes. This scre
een allows yoou to name a certain attrib
bute that you wish
C
an attrribute called “prod_type”. In the other fields, default type should
d be “integer”” and
to track. Create
the classiffication shoulld be “ent” (o
or entity). The
ese fields meaan that the vaalue of the atttribute is an
integer vaalue and the attribute
a
applies to an entity. If these aare not the deefaults, changge them.
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Figure 11: Attributes Window
W
ossible valuess for that attr ibute must bee defined. In this case, 35%
% of
Once the attribute is named, the po
products should have an
a attribute value
v
of 1 and
d 65% of prodduct should h
have an attribute value of 2
2.
efined in the user distributtion interfacee. Using the build menu, click more
These values can be de
elements,, then user disstribution. Crreate a distrib
bution with a n ID titled “Tyype”. Make ssure the next two
fields mattch the table below. Click the
t “table” he
eader and yoou should see a new windo
ow pop up titlled
“Table forr Type”.

Figure 12: User Distrib
bution Windo
ow with the Table
T
for Typee Window Exxpanded
In this win
ndow, the percentage field
d refers to ho
ow often the nnumber in the value field w
will be assign
ned.
In this casse these value
es will be assiigned as attributes, howevver user defin
ned distributions can be ussed
for other values as welll, such as pro
ocessing times at a certainn location. Maake sure thatt the entries in the
percentagge field add up to 100 or th
he simulation
n cannot run.
s
in assign
ning this attrib
bute to an entity is to makke the attribute equal to th
he distributio
on
The final step
that was just
j made. Th
his can be don
ne in the arrivvals screen. TThe entity “product” arrivees at the lathee_q
every L(18
8,5), one at a time, and occcurs infinitelyy. The final piiece of inform
mation that neeeds to be
entered iss the “producct_type” attribute. In the lo
ogic field, typpe “prod_typee = type()”. Iff you named yyour
attribute or user defined distributio
on differently, enter “(you r attribute tittle) = (your distribution titlle)()”.
ntheses at the
e end let ProM
Model know that
t
you are ccalling a user defined distrribution. Yourr
The paren
arrivals window
w
should
d look like the
e following figgure:
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Figure 13: Arrivals Win
ndow with Arrrival Logic Window
W
Expan
nded
he entity “pro
oduct” arrivess in the syste m, it is given a value of eitther 1 or 2 baased
Now everry time that th
on the disstribution thaat you defined
d.

Resources
odel, forklifts are used to transport the products from
m their curreent locations tto the next. In
na
In this mo
simulation
n, this type off action is don
ne by a resou
urce. The twoo forklifts in th
he system aree called by thee
product in
n the move lo
ogic in the rou
uting screen.
m
a reso
ource click on
n “resource” in the build m
menu. To creaate a resourcee, simply clickk on
To begin making
the graph
hic that you wish
w to represent the forklift. Name it annd set the “units” to 2 (meeaning that th
here
are two fo
orklifts).
Your resource window
w should look like the follow
wing:

Figure 14: Resources window
w
Your resource has now
w been create
ed, but is not finished.
f
It noow needs a path on which
h to travel from
location to location. Th
his is achieved
d through cre
eating a path network.
Path Netw
works:
Your resource has now
w been create
ed, but is not finished.
f
It noow needs a pathway on w
which to travel
hieved througgh creating a path networrk. Open the p
path networkks
from location to location. This is ach
window in
n the build menu.
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u open the paath networks screen, you should
s
see th at there is alrready a defau
ult path netw
work
When you
made nam
med “Net1”. The default type
t
of netwo
ork is “passingg” meaning th
hat the resou
urces workingg on
that netw
work can pass each other and the default T/S is “speeed and distan
nce”. This field
d refers to ho
ow
the length
h of the path network is de
etermined. It is either deteermined by h
how long it is and how fastt the
resource can
c move acrross it (speed and distance
e), or how lonng it takes to ttravel from p
point to point
(time). Set T/S to “time
e” since the data
d
given in the
t problem iis that it takees the forkliftss a certain am
mount
of time to
o reach each location.
d
you must
m draw it out in the layyout window.. Start by clickking
Once your path network has been defined,
D
a line too the lathe an
nd double click the end of tthe
on the layyout window next to the laathe queue. Draw
line. You’lll notice that an entry for this
t line has been
b
entered in the “Pathss” window to
o the left. At the
end of each path, there is a dot called a “node”. Each node coorresponds to
o a location. C
Continue thiss
t lathe nod
de, draw a path to the mill queue, and ccontinue untiil there is a paath
process by clicking on the
ection locatio
on with a node correspondding to each location.
all the waay to the inspe
er the time th
hat it takes fo
or the forklift to move alonng each path. It should loo
ok something like
Next, ente
this:

ork Window with
w Layout Window
W
Figure 15: Path Netwo
hing that is re
equired in a path
p
network is to let ProM
Model know w
which node co
orresponds to
o
The last th
which location. Click on the “Interfaaces” button in the path n etworks wind
dow. You can select a nodee by
he node butto
on in the interfaces window
w and select the correspo
onding locatio
on using the ssame
clicking th
process. After
A
interfacing all locatio
ons, your path
h networks sccreen should look similar tto the following:
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Figure 16:
1 Path Netw
works Window
ws with Location Interfacees Shown

Once the resource and
d the path nettwork are cre
eated, the finaal step is to assign the reso
ource to that
network. This is done in the resourcce window.
In the resource window
w, the field tittled “specs” currently
c
is seet to “no netw
work”. Click o
on “specs” to open
the menu
u.

Figure 17:
1 Path Netw
works Specificcation Windo
ow
Set the paath network to
t the networrk you just cre
eated. Also, sset the resourrces “home” tto the node tthat
correspon
nds to the milll queue, in th
his case it is N3.
N By clickingg the check bo
ox called “Return home if idle”,
your resource will retu
urn to the hom
me node whe
en it is not be ing called by an entity. Sin
nce N3 is in th
he
w
the forklift returns there,
t
it will bbe on closest to next location it is called
d to
middle off the system, when
on averagge. All other fields should not
n be change
ed and matchh the menu above.
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ng
Processin
Now that your model is
i set up, it’s time
t
to start routing the eentity through
h the system. This is wheree all
of the work with the atttributes payss off. Instead of having to route two diffferent entitiees through all six
locations, you can routte only one entity type and
d use the attrributes to diffferentiate one from the otther.
The entityy, “product”, arrives in the
e lathe queue, so that is thhe first entry iinto the proceessing window.
Like the fiirst model, th
here is no ope
eration at the lathe queue.. Route the entity to the laathe. The movve
logic is wh
here you can specify that the
t forklift moves the entiity from locattion to locatio
on. In the movve
logic use the
t command
d “move with
h forklift”. This tells ProMoodel that wheen an entity iss ready to mo
ove to
the next location, it ne
eeds the forklift to do so. Iff there is no fforklift availab
ble, it will waait for one beffore
the move occurs. The next
n comman
nd that is used is “free forkklift”. This co mmand tells ProModel thaat
when the entity is done moving to the
t next locattion, the forkklift is no longger needed an
nd can either
ome if there aare no produccts that need
d to be moved
d. The
move the next productt that is readyy or return ho
move logiic window sho
ould look like
e the following:
Figure 1
18: Routing ffor
Product at th
he
Lathe queuee

These com
mmands shou
uld be used fo
or each routin
ng window ass the product moves throu
ugh the system
m.
The excep
ption is the last routing win
ndow when the
t entity exitts the system
m. That move logic field sho
ould
be left blaank.
Start a ne
ew entry in the process win
ndow. This prrocess shouldd be for the prroduct at thee lathe. Since each
type of prroduct takes a different am
mount of time
e to be proce ssed at the laathe location,, we must
differentiaate between them using an
a “If‐then‐elsse” statemennt. The code fo
or the statem
ment can be seen
below:
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Figure 19: Operations Window Exp
panded with Compile
C
Buttton Highlighteed

This statement says: “IIf the productt has the attribute prod_tyype equal to 1, then it takees U(8,2) min
n to
process att the lathe. If it does not have
h
that attribute value, itt takes U(10,5) min.” You can also use a
second if‐‐then stateme
ent for prod_
_type= 2 if you
u would like. ProModel do
oes not requirre an “End if””
statement like many other program
mming languages. Howeve r, if you wish to give multiiple command
ds
e “if” stateme
ent the follow
wing syntax must
m be used.
under one
If prrod_type = 1 then
t
Begiin
(Co
ommand 1)
(Co
ommand 2)
(etc…)
End
The “if‐then‐else” com
mmand can wo
ork for all three locations w
where processsing occurs just by substittuting
he correct disstribution.
each distrribution for th
When you
u type code in
nto ProModel, you can deb
bug your cod e by clicking on the compile button
highlighte
ed in red abovve. If your cod
de has an error, it will let yyou know. If yyour code wo
orks, a window
w will
pop up with the messaage “compiled
d successfullyy”. You can al so build codee in a wizard b
by clicking on
n the
(
icon.
hammer (build)
Repeat th
his procedure for each locaation in the syystem. Your pprocess windo
ow should loo
ok like the piccture
on the next page, to th
he left. The tw
wo pictures be
elow comparre the attributte method th
hat was used, to
n‐attribute method.
m
the more cluttered non
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n of Two Proccessing Methods
Figure 20: Comparison

e processing logic is complete, “trace” your
y
model. SSince the entiities have to ggo through
When the
multiple locations, many entities arre being proce
essed at oncee in the system
m. This makees it difficult to
ngle entity through the sysstem. By temporarily settinng your product arrivals frrom “inf” to a
track a sin
small num
mber such as 2 or 3, you caan more easilyy trace entitiees through th
he system. Maake sure to
change arrrival occurrences back to “inf” when yo
ou are done w
with the tracee.
The simulation is readyy to be run. Set the simulaation to run foor 1000 hourss using the op
ptions window
w in
the simula
ation menu taab.
Begin running your sim
mulation. Becaause of all of the movemeent, your simu
ulation may ru
un slowly. Byy
e in the window, you can choose
c
to turrn off animatiion and your simulation w
will
right‐clickking anywhere
run much faster. If you
u observe the speed of the
e simulation sslow down co
onsiderably, itt probably meeans
e is a large bu
uild up of entities in one orr more queuees.
that there

Figure
e 21: Model 3 Simulation Run
R Time
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Table 5: Location Sta
atistics:

Table 6: Resource Sttatistics:

Table 7: Entity Statisstics:

Consider the
t followingg: (from pg. 47
7)
1. What
W
is the shop’s throughput in the 100 hour timefrrame?
2. What
W
is the avverage time fo
or each produ
uct in the systtem (flow tim
me)?
3. How many pro
oducts are in each
e
queue on
o average?
d average queue contentss change if a tthird forklift is added? Do you
4. How does the flow time and
hink this invesstment is worrth it?
th
5. Iss there a bottleneck in the system? If so
o, where?
6. What
W
happenss to flow time
e if the mean process time at the mill is reduced by 1 min for each
tyype of producct (N (15, 5) and N (12, 2))?? Note: makee sure that tw
wo forklifts aree being used.
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Model 4: Flow Shop Continued
Reconsider the flow shop made in Model 3. Your boss was impressed with your
recommendation to add a third forklift and ongoing process improvement has improved the
mill process by lowering the mean process time by one minute for both products.
The shop is considering adding production of ProductX. ProductX is made of two different kinds
of parts: 5 component1’s and 1 component2. Both of these components run through the lathe,
to an assembly location, through the inspection location, and finally exit the system. If this extra
production is implemented, the shop is adding a second lathe. At the assembly location
components 1 and 2 are combined together to form ProductX. Component1 arrives at the lathe
every L(6,1) minutes and component2 arrives every L(30,2) minutes. Both components are
processed at the lathe for N(5,2) minutes, it takes T(2,6,10) minutes to assemble productX, and
productX is inspected for U(2,1) minutes. It takes 1 minute for each component to move to
each location (excluding queues to their locations), forklifts are not required to move any of
these components. The shop’s goal is to make 2000 ProductX’s in the 1000 hours of production
and only ordered 10000 conponent1’s and 2000 component2’s.

Consider the following:
1. Can the shop meet its throughput goals for ProductX?
2. Does the production of ProductX affect the throughput of Products 1 and 2 found in
Model 3?
3. Buying of the third forklift costs the shop $5000. If the shop gains $20 profit from each
additional Product X produced and $10 profit from every additional Product 1 or 2, how
long will it take for the lathe to pay for itself? Hint: run the model with 2 & 3 forklifts
and compare throughputs.
Open your Model 3 simulation, rename it Model 4 in the general information window, and save
the model as Model 4 (using save as in the file tab). Note: Make sure not to save over Model 3.
Locations
Start by adding an additional location called “assembly”. Give it a capacity of “inf”. To track how
many components are in this location at any one time, you can add a counter to this location.
Uncheck the “new” check box in the graphics screen and click on the “00” button. Click
anywhere near your assembly location to add the counter. You can edit the appearance of your
counter by right‐clicking it.
Since a new lathe is being purchased, change the capacity of the lathe location to 2.
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Entities
Create entities called component1, subassembly1 (assembling all 5 component1’s into one
entity), component2, and ProductX by selecting graphics to represent them.
Arrivals
Components 1 and 2 both arrive at the lathe queue at a rate of L(6,1) minutes and L(30,2)
minutes respectively. Since the shop only ordered 10000 component1’s and 2000
components2’s the arrivals are set to occur 10000 and 2000 times respectively.
Processing
Both component 1 and 2 need to be routed into the lathe queue, through the lathe (N(5,2)),
and to the assembly location. Note: Remember to add “move for 1 min” in the move logic from
the lathe to assembly.
At the assembly location 5 component1’s must be assembled as one entity (subassembly1).
There are a few commands that can accomplish this: group, combine, or load. These commands
all group entities together.
 Group‐ temporarily consolidates a specified amount of entities into a single entity which
can later be ungrouped (using the ungroup command)
 Combine‐ accumulates and consolidates a specified amount of entities into a single
entity
 Load‐ temporarily attaches a specified quantity of entities to a given entity which may
be later unloaded.
Once the 5 component1’s never have to come apart after they are assembled, use the combine
command. In the operation field of the processing for component1 at assembly, type “combine
5 as subassembly1”. Since combining these entities changes the entity type before it exits the
location, the routing window stays blank for Component1 at assembly.
For Component2 at assembly, it is looking to be assembled with subassembly1. However,
sometimes a component2 arrives at assembly before there is a subassembly1 ready to be
assembled. Because of this fact, the assembly of component2 with subassembly1 can be done
in two steps using the “join” routing rule. The processing and routing of component2 at
assembly should look like the figure on the following page:
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Figure 22: Join Routingg Rule for Component 2 at Assembly

This proccessing and routing
r
logicc means thatt component2 waits at aassembly un
ntil another
entity calls for component2 to be
e joined with it.
Now thatt component2 is waitingg for an entitty to join witth, the proceessing for su
ubassembly1
1
needs to call compon
nent2 to join
n it. For subaassembly1 a t assembly, the processing should lo
ook
like the following:
f

Figure 23: Join Requesst of Subasem
mbly1 at Asse
embly

omponents of ProductX
X are assembbled as one eentity, use “w
wait T(2,6,10
0)
Now thatt all of the co
min” to denote
d
the time
t
it takes to assemble
e ProductX. A
Also notice tthat the outtput for
subassem
mbly1 at the assembly lo
ocation is Pro
oductX. Sincce the produ
uct is fully asssembled,
ProductX
X is routed to
o the inspecttion queue, taking 1 minnute to movve there.
e processingg for ProducttX at the inspection queeue, the insp
pection locattion, and exiting
Finish the
the syste
em. Your full processing logic and routing shouldd look like th
he following: Figure 26

Figure 24: Processin
ng and Routin
ng Logic for Model
M
4
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Global Variables
One element of simulation that hasn’t been touched in the first two models, are global
variables. Global variables are place holders defined by the user to represent changing numeric
values. In this model we are concerned with the throughput of all of the different kinds of
products in the system, the size of the queues, and the WIP (work in process)
To make a global variable, open the build menu and select “Variables (global)”. Title your first
global variable “throughputX”, which will track the throughput of ProductX. Next, left‐click
somewhere in the layout window to place the counter for this variable.
You can label this counter by selecting “background graphics”, then “behind grid” from the
build menu. In the background graphics screen, click the “A” button in the menu on the left‐
hand side. Click near the counter that you made and label it.
Now that the counter is set up and labeled, you have to tell ProModel when to change the
value of the global variable. Go to your processing logic. The throughput of ProductX goes up by
one each time a product exits the system. In the move logic field for ProductX at assembly, type
“inc throughputX”. This means that every time a ProductX exits the system, the counter for
global variable “throughputX” increases by 1. The “inc throughput” command can also be
written as “throughputX = throughputX + 1”. This notation is useful if you wish to increase a
global variable by more than 1.
Repeat this process for the throughput of the entity “product”.
Another metric that should be considered is the length of each queue. The more entities that
are in the queue, the longer each entity has to wait. By making a global variable that counts the
contents in a queue, the length of that queue can be monitored. Each time an entity enters the
queue, the global variable is increased by 1. Each time an entity exits a queue, the variable is
decreased by 1 (“dec (global variable name)” or “(global variable name) = (global variable
name) – 1”). Remember to do this for all different entities entering and exiting the queue.
Also try to measure the WIP (work in progress, see the performance metrics section). Hint: Each
time a given entity enter the system, “inc (global variable name)”, and each time that entity
exits, “dec (global variable name)”.
Model 4 is now finished. Run it through trace to verify the model is running as it should. Run
the model for 1000 hours and record the results.
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Consider the following: (from pg. 57)
1. Can the shop meet its throughput goals for ProductX?
2. Does the production of ProductX affect the throughput of Products 1 and 2 found in
Model 3?
3. Buying of the third forklift costs the shop $5000. If the shop gains $20 profit from each
additional Product X produced and $10 profit from every additional Product 1 or 2, how
long will it take for the lathe to pay for itself (payback period)? Hint: run the model with
2 & 3 forklifts and compare throughputs.

Output Analysis
For the examples that have been used in this manual, we assume that the factory model can run
for hours without stopping. This assumption is okay for this type of model because each day, factories
start where they left off the day before. However, some simulations cannot be done in this manner
because entities cannot stay in the system during downtime, any fast food restaurant for example
cannot have customers waiting in line overnight because the store closed.
Since in this example the store is only open for a few hours, it does not adequately simulate long
term behavior. Because of this fact, simulations are often run over many replications. Each replication is
run with different sets of random numbers, thus different outputs are produced. This gives the modeler
a chance to see the variability of the model and gives them the information to construct a confidence
interval. The number of replications to be run depends on the desired width of your confidence interval.
The confidence interval is calculated using half‐width of (hw) as seen below:

,

√

∗

, where S=sample standard deviation

The tighter the need for the confidence interval, the more replications are needed.
For terminating simulations like this example, the many replications produce many periods at
the beginning of the simulation where the simulation is just getting warmed up. This period is not
representative of long term system behavior. Simulations handler this period by using it as a warm‐up
period. A warm‐up period is a block of time where the simulation is running, however the statistics are
not being taken. This allows the system to load up with entities until long term system behavior has
been reached. But how do you determine how long the warm up period should be?
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t dynamic plot
p tool in th
he simulation run screen a nd using key performancee metrics, we can
By using the
see when the system starts
s
behavin
ng as it does over
o
the long run.

Once the number of re
eplications an
nd warm up period have beeen determin
ned and inputtted into the
simulation
n options, the
e simulations can be run to
o compare altternatives. Exxamine the fo
ollowing exam
mple.
Output An
nalysis Examp
ple:
Consider an inspection
n table that haas many parts arriving at itt throughoutt the day. Thee production
w long on ave
erage each paart spends waaiting at the in
nspection areea. He
manager is interested in seeing how
ervers are nee
eded, betweeen 2 and 6, arre needed to reduce the to
otal
is interestted in seeing how many se
cost. A 95
5% confidence
e interval with a half‐width
h of 1 is needded for evaluaation.
Using a sttarting point of
o 100 replicaations, we see
e that the hal f width is .8999 which is within the targeet
value as seen
s
below.

1.65
58 ∗ 5.423
3
√100

.899

Using the performance
e metric of inspection utilization percenntage, we seee that long run system beh
havior
is approacched at aboutt 200 minutes. This will be
e the warm upp time for thee simulation rruns.

Figure
F
25: Waarm up period
d Analysis
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utting the datta in the simu
ulation run op
ptions, data iss collected forr the inspection location u
using
After inpu
2‐6 serverrs. Wait time data can be found
f
in the file
f titled “Ouutput analysiss data”.
We now we
w need to te
est if there is a difference between
b
the number of in
nspectors. Staart with a nulll
hypothesiis that states that the meaan wait time will
w be the sa me for all am
mounts of servvers. The follo
ow
analysis iss done compaaring means:

ber of serverss
Figure 26: Wait time vs numb

Just from this graph off means, we can
c see that 2 servers is noot a feasible o
option. 6 servvers is obviously
the least amount
a
of waaiting time, but is it worth the extra invvestment?

Figure 27: Tukey‐Kram
mer Test of Means based on
o number off servers
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From this tukey‐krame
er test, we see
e that the me
ean of 6.63 m
minutes of waiit time using 3 servers is
f
the othe
er three optio
ons, so this opption can also
o be discarded.
significanttly different from

o means bassed on numbe
er of servers
Figure 28: Tukey test of
t
there is not
n statisticall difference bbetween 4 and
d 6 servers. SSo how do wee
This tukeyy test shows that
determine
e which optio
on to choose?? Let’s look att other key m etrics.

Figure 29:Data for num
mber of serve
ers

This table
e shows that there
t
isn’t anyy change in th
he number off entities proccessed betweeen having 5 or 6
servers. Itt also shows that
t
there is only
o a 5 entityy difference i n the processsing capabilities between tthe 4
and the 5 server system
m. Unless the
e potential profit of 5 extraa entities processed is greaater than thee cost
a
serve
er, the 4 serve
er system is the best optioon under the current conditions. The fivve
of hiring another
servers syystem allows for more flexxibility if the demand
d
for innspections go
oes up howevver.
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As you can see, output analysis is both an art and a science. There is no one way to find a solution. By
considering all output data and not just focusing on a certain subset, one can make an informed decision
as to what the best option is currently and which option gives you the best flexibility if certain inputs to
the system happen to change.
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Appendix A: Pseudo‐Random Number Generation
In discrete‐event simulation some events are stochastic (random) in nature. Think of a conveyor
belt that runs at a constant speed bringing a product to a machine with a constant service time. In a
perfect world, every product should take the exact same time to be transported and serviced. However,
people are not robots, machines break down, service requests occur randomly, and so on. It is because
of this stochastic element that data must be fit to a probability distribution, rather than occur at exact
rates of time.
An attractive feature of discrete‐event simulation using software, is that these stochastic events
can be accommodated with little increase in complexity at the computational level. In order to
determine where in a probability distribution the next event will occur, a random number generator is
used.
The ideal random number generator produces a number between 0.0 < x < 1.0 where each value
is equally likely to occur. In other words, the ideal random number generator uses a uniform distribution
between 0 and 1. It also does so with replacement. This means that when a number is generated, it is
still equally possible that the next number generated is that same as the first. A generator that does so
without replacement cannot generate the same number twice until all possible numbers have been
generated. A good random number generator should satisfy the following criteria:





Randomness‐ produces an output that passes statistical tests for randomness
Controllability‐ ability to reproduce its output
Efficiency‐ ability to produce a series of random numbers quickly
Universality‐ability to produce the same result on a wide variety of computer systems

There are many different types of random number generators such as table look‐up generators,
hardware generators, and algorithmic generators. However only one, algorithmic generators, satisfies all
the above criteria. Because the results of an algorithmic generator can be recreated using the same
inputs, its results are called Pseudo‐Random Numbers.
Linear Congruential Generators: Lehmer’s Algorithm
Most simulation software base their random number generation on linear congruential
generators. It is defined in terms of the following equation with fixed parameters a, c, and m:

Zi = (aZi‐1 + c) mod m




modulus m, usually a large prime integer
a multiplier a, a fixed integer smaller than m
a constant, c

The initial seed Z0 is chosen from a set of numbers ranging from 1 to m‐1. The result, Zi, is
then divided by m to obtain a value in the uniform distribution between 0.0 and 1.0.
Lehmer’s Algorithm is a special linear congruential generator in which c = 0.
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he modulus function
f
(mod
d) displays the
e remainder w
when the firsst argument, iin this case
Th
aZi‐1 + c, iss divided by the second, m.
m When the remainder
r
is ddivided by m,, it produces a number
between 0.0 < x < 1.0 which
w
corresp
ponds to whe
ere in a particcular distributtion the rando
om number lies.

Example A1
Consider a simple ATM
M example wh
here the serviice time follow
ws a uniform
m distribution ranging from
m 0 to
1 service tim
mes using a lin
near congrue ntial generator with the fo
ollowing
20. Generrate the first 10
elements:

m=
m
a
a=
c
c=

i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

13
3
6
3

aZ
Zi‐1 + c

Zi
3
8
12
10
11
4
1
9
5
7
6

21
51
75
63
69
27
9
57
33
45

U {0
0,1}

U {0,20}

62
0.6
0.9
92
0.7
77
0.8
85
0.3
31
0.0
08
0.6
69
0.3
38
0.5
54
0.4
46

12.31
1
18.46
6
15.38
8
16.92
2
6.15
5
1.54
4
13.85
5
7.69
9
10.77
7
9.23
3

Table A1: First Ten Ran
ndom Numb
bers

2

1

0
0

5

1
10

15

20

25

Figurre A1: Uniforrm Probabilityy Distribution
n

Le
et’s examine the ATM example again, except
e
this tim
me the service time takes on a normal
probabilitty distribution
n with a mean
n of 10 minuttes and a stanndard deviatio
on of 5 minuttes. As you caan see
by the tab
ble below, the
e linear congrruential generator generatted the samee ten random numbers
between {0,1} as beforre. However, due to the sh
hape of the noormally distriibuted servicee time, we arre
able to acchieve different results.
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To find where our outputs lie in a normal probability distribution, we need to use the z‐test equation.
Looking on a z‐table, find the z‐value that corresponds to your output value. If the output lies between
two values on the table, interpolation must be used. For example, the output of .62 has a z‐value of
.3007. Using the following equation

, we find that

. 3007

i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

aZi‐1 + c
21
51
75
63
69
27
9
57
33
45

Z
3
8
12
10
11
4
1
9
5
7
6

U{0,1}
0.23
0.62
0.92
0.77
0.85
0.31
0.08
0.69
0.38
0.54
0.46

N(10,5)
6.3
11.5
17.0
13.5
15.0
7.5
3.0
12.5
11.5
10.5
9.5

TableA2: First Ten Random Numbers

11.5 as shown on the graph below.

≫

11.5

Normal Distribution
0.62

0

10
X

11.5

Figure A2: Normal Probability

Distribution
m=
a=
c=

13
6
3

As you can see, because the shapes of the two probability distributions differ, so do the outputs. The
result obtained from the uniform distribution (12.31) is significantly different than the result obtained
from the normal probability distribution (11.5).
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Appendix B: Queuing Theory
Operations Research (OR) techniques can also be used to approximate performance metrics. If the
system is simple enough, a simulation may not be necessary to even make. Using techniques such as
queuing theory may be an option after gathering data from the system. A queuing system is described
as a system where a customer enters the system and joins a queue. At certain times, a member of the
queue is selected to receive a service by some rule, known as a queue discipline. The service is
performed by a server or service mechanism, after which, the customer leaves the system. Queuing
theory uses similar data to simulation like interarrival time data (lamda or λ) and service time data (mu
or μ) to determine system metrics such as the following:
L= Expected number of entities in the system
Lq=Expected number of entities in the queue
W= Expected total time in the system
Wq=Expected wait time in the queue
P=Probability that a specified number, n, entities are in the system
Another metric that can be calculated using λ / μ, is the traffic intensity factor (rho or ρ).
There are different ways of classifying queuing theory models. Perhaps the most common model is the
M/M/1 model. This notation stands for interarrival distribution type/ service distribution type/ number
of servers. The “M” notation stands for a Markovian or exponential distribution. Other notations are “G”
for general distributions or “D” for deterministic distributions. Using an M/M/1 model requires data
with an exponential distribution and only one server in the system. If this is the case, as well as a FIFO
queuing discipline, these equations can be used to estimate key metrics:

L
W

ρ

W
1

ρ ρ n=0, 1, 2……

Little’s law can be used if some metrics are known. The following equation is Little’s law:

λ

or

λ
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Example B1:
Suppose parts arrive at a milling machine every 12 minutes, exponentially distributed. The parts are
processed at a mean time of 10 minutes, exponentially distributed. What is the expected number of
customers the system and in the queue? What is the expected waiting time for customers, both total
time and in the queue? What is the probability that there will be exactly 4 customers in the system?

λ

5 parts/hour μ

λ
μ
L

5
λ

6

ρ
1

ρ

6 parts/hour ρ

.833

5 customers

5

. 833
1 .833

4.155 customers

Using Little’s Law:

W
W

L
λ
L
λ

5
5

1 hour
4.155
5

.831 hours

The probability that 4 customers are in the system is:

1

.833 . 833

.080 or 8%
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Append
dix C: Conttinuous Pro
obability Density
D
Fun
nctions (PDF’s)
Exponential

ProModel Input format: E(a)
E , a=mean

Lognormaal

ProModel Input format: L(a,b)
L
, a=mean
n b=standard de
eviation
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Normal

ProModel Input format: N(a,b)
N
, a=mean
n b=standard deviation
d

Uniform

ProModel Input format: U(a,b) , a=mean b=half‐range
e
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Other Distributions and Their Input Formats:
Beta

B(a,b,c,d) , a=shape value 1 b=shape value 2 c=lower limit d=upper limit

Binomial

BI(a,b) , a=batch size b=probability of success

Erlang

ER(a,b) , a=mean value b=parameter

Gamma

G(a,b) , a=shape value b=scale value

Geometric

GEO(a) , a=probability of success

Inverse Gaussian IG(a,b) , a=shape value b=scale value
Pearson5

P5(a,b) , a=shape value b=scale value

Pearson6

P6(a,b,c) , a=shape value 1 b=shape value 2 c=scale value

Poisson

P(a) , a=quantity

Triangular

T(a,b,c) , a=minimum b=mode c=maximum

Weibull

W(a,b) , a=shape value b=scale value
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Appendix D: Useful ProModel Process and Routing Statements
Accum‐ Keeps entities at a certain location until the specified quantity of entities are accumulated.
Combine‐ Consolidates the specified number of entities into a single entity.
Create‐ Creates the specified number of entities in addition to the original entity. These created entities
share the attribute values associated with the original entity.
Dec‐ Decrease the value of a variable, attribute or array value by 1.
Do until‐ Repeats a process until a specified condition become true.
Do while‐ Repeats a process while a specified condition remains true.
Free‐ Releases the specified resource from the current entity.
Get‐ Brings the specified resource to the current entity when that resource becomes available.
Group‐ Temporarily combines a specified number of entities into a single entity which can later be
broken apart by use of the Ungroup statement.
Inc‐ Increase the value of a variable, attribute or array value by 1.
Join‐ Joins a specified quantity of given entity to the current entity.
Load‐ Attaches a specified quantity of entities to the current entity which can be detached using the
Unload statement.
Match‐ The current entity waits at a location until an attribute value of the current entity matches an
attribute value of another entity with a corresponding match statement.
Order‐ Causes a specified quantity of entities to be created in the system at a specified location.
Route‐ Routes the current entity to a specified routing block.
Send‐ Sends a specified quantity of entities to a certain location.
Split‐ Splits up the current entity into a specified quantity of entities
Wait‐ Causes the current entity to be delayed at the current location for a specified amount of time.
Wait until‐ Delays the current entity at a location until a condition becomes true.
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